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Introduction
Fatigue crack initiation in metallic materials is a local phenomenon intimately related to the plastic activity at the grain scale. Indeed, in High Cycle Fatigue (HCF), it has been observed that the plastic deformation localises heterogeneously in some favourably-oriented grains leading to slip bands formation and to fatigue cracks initiation mainly at the interface between these bands and the surrounding matrix. In this context, it seems relevant to try to evaluate the mesoscopic mechanical quantities (i.e. the average values per grain) in order to study the HCF strength. Unfortunately, due to complex anisotropic elasto-plastic behaviour of the crystals constituting a metal, no simple method exists to precisely estimate these quantities.
Homogenisation schemes are a common way to relate the mechanical response of each grain to the macroscopic loading applied to a polycrystal. This approach has been success- shakedown concept but in which the damage is coupled to plasticity in order to explain the mean stress effect in HCF. Morel et al. [4] , starting from the definition of the fatigue crack initiation criterion at the grain scale proposed by Papadopoulos, has constructed a criterion in a probabilistic framework allowing to take into account the variability of the fatigue crack initiation threshold and providing satisfactory predictions for biaxial loading cases (combined tension and torsion, biaxial tension) [5] . Despite the qualities of these criteria (ease of application, fairly accurate predictions), simplifying assumptions are made in their development.
The influence of these hypotheses (for instance, the consideration that the elastic behaviour is the same at the grain scale and at the macroscopic scale) on the predictions is not necessarily quantified. Moreover neighbouring and free surface effects can hardly be taken into 3 account.
A promising approach, consisting in computing, by FE method, the mechanical response of explicitly modelled polycrystalline aggregates, allows to take into account microstructural details generally neglected in the homogenisation schemes and to deepen the analysis of the mesoscopic mechanical responses of metals under cyclic multiaxial loading. In recent years, several works have involved this kind of numerical simulations to contribute to the study of the HCF behaviour. For instance, Benett et al. [6] have analysed the distribution of fatigue crack initiation parameters inspired from well-known HCF criteria. This study was enriched by the work of Guilhem et al. [7] in which the mechanical response of the grains is studied according to their position in the aggregate (for instance at the free surface or in the core), their orientation and the one of the neighbouring grains. Moreover, a study of Robert et al. [8] has highlighted the important role played by the cubic elasticity in the mesoscopic responses of polycrystalline copper. At last, others factors affecting fatigue strength, such as surface roughness or pre-hardening, began to be investigated [9] , [10] .
The present study falls within this framework and is divided into two parts:
• The first part consists in an investigation of the role of each source of anisotropy (i.e.
elastic and plastic) on the mesoscopic mechanical responses of a polycrystalline copper cyclically loaded, at levels corresponding to the median fatigue limit at 10 7 cycles, in various biaxial loading conditions ;
• The second part is dedicated to the evaluation of the predictions of three fatigue criteria, 
Modelling approach

Constitutive material models at the grain scale
The anisotropic behaviour of the grains is due, on the one hand, to the elastic behaviour and, on the other hand, to the crystallographic nature of the plastic slip. In FCC structure, as for pure copper, the elastic behaviour is cubic and the plastic slip occurs along the {111} 4 planes in the 110 directions which correspond respectively to the closed-packed planes and directions of this crystal structure. In order to dissociate the effect of each sources of anisotropy on the mesoscopic mechanical responses, three constitutive models, assigned to the grains, are investigated:
• Linear isotropic elasticity;
• Linear cubic elasticity;
• Linear cubic elasticity with crystal plasticity.
In each case, a Hooke's law is used to describe the elastic behaviour. In the first case, an isotropic elastic behaviour is considered and is defined by the Young's Modulus E and the Poisson's ratio ν. In the second and third cases, cubic elasticity is considered and completely characterised by three coefficients defined in the crystal coordinate system : C 1111 , C 1122
and C 1212 .
Finally, crystal plasticity is described by a single crystal visco-plastic model proposed by
Méric et al. [11] . In this constitutive model, the plastic slip rateγ s on a slip system s is governed by a Norton-type flow rule (Eq. 1) involving the resolved shear stress τ s acting on s and the isotropic and kinematic hardening variables, resp. r s and x s , associated to s.
where K and n are the parameters defining the viscosity and r 0 corresponds to the critical resolved shear stress. The resolved shear stress τ s acting on s is computed from the stress tensor σ by means of the orientation tensor m s (Eqs 2 and 3). This tensor allows also to compute the plastic strain rate tensorε p knowing the plastic slip rateγ s occurring on each slip system s (Eq. 4).
The evolution laws of the hardening variables r s and x s are respectively given by Eqs 5 and 6.
Isotropic elasticity
Cubic elasticity 
In Eq. 5, the influence of the accumulated plastic slip ν r on the slip system r on the hardening of the slip system s is taken into account thanks to the components h sr of the interaction matrix, introduced by Franciosi [12] . Q and b are the other isotropic hardening parameters and c and d are the kinematic hardening parameters (Eq. 6).
The material parameters values used in the FE simulation, identified by Méric et al. [11] and Gérard et al. [13] , are summarised in Table 1 .
Finite element modelling
The process used to generate periodic 2-dimensional polycrystalline aggregates geometries is described in [8] . The finite element mesh of the CAD of the synthetic microstructure, containing 300 equiaxed grains, is obtained using Gmsh [14] . Three-nodes triangular finite elements, with linear interpolation and generalised plane strain hypothesis, are used. The grains are discretised in average with 100 elements. An illustration of a geometry and a finite element mesh of a microstructure is shown in Fig.2 
Biaxial tension:
The choice of these loading conditions is motivated by the fact that, on the one hand, some of them deviate in terms of stress state from usual loading cases used to identify the fatigue criteria, especially the biaxial tension, and on the other hand, results of fatigue tests on metallic materials are reported in the literature for these kinds of loading [5, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Several biaxiality ratios (k 12 and k 22 ) and phase shifts (ϕ 12 and ϕ 22 ) have been selected for this work (Tables 2 and 3 ). Each of these loading cases are studied when purely elastic models are assigned to the grains but only a few of them are analysed when crystal plasticity is used because of the high computation time induced by the use of such a constitutive model. 
Critical plane-based criterion
The criterion proposed by Dang Van is based on the assumption that the fatigue crack initiation in one grain leads to the failure of the entire polycrystalline aggregate. To keep this idea, a criterion checking that no crack initiates during the last loading cycle in each slip plane contained in the polycrystal is proposed (Eq. 9). With this relation, which is similar to the one proposed by Dang Van, it is assumed that the fatigue failure is prevented as long as the inequality is satisfied.
α DV and β DV are two material parameters. τ (n, t) represents the mesoscopic shear stress vector acting on the slip plane n, τ m (n) the mesoscopic mean shear stress vector acting on the slip plane n and σ h (t) the mesoscopic hydrostatic pressure. As the direction of the mesoscopic shear stress vector τ (n, t) generally changes with time, the end of this vector described a path Γ (Fig.1b) during the last loading cycle. Under these conditions, an appropriate definition of the mesoscopic mean shear stress vector τ m (n), to respect its uniqueness [22] , consist to define τ m (n) as the vector OΩ with O being the origin of the shear stress vector and Ω being the centre of the smallest circle circumscribing the path Γ (Fig.1b) . The randomised algorithm summarised in [22] is used to efficiently find the minimum enclosing circle of the path of each slip plane.
Papadopoulos criterion
Like Dang Van, Papadopoulos has developed a fatigue criterion at the grain scale based on the concept of elastic shakedown. In this mesoscopic fatigue criterion, a fatigue crack does not initiate in a grain if the accumulated plastic slip on its slip systems does not exceed a threshold.
Papadopoulos wisely noticed that the engineering fatigue limit is not considered as the stress amplitude at which there is no crack initiation. The author relies on the fact that non-propagating small fatigue cracks can be observed in specimens loaded below their conventional fatigue limit. This leads Papadopoulos to propose a criterion, given in Eq.10, based on an estimate of the average accumulated plastic slip of all the slip systems contained in a representative volume element (RVE). This criterion is expressed in function of the quadratic mean, along every slip systems in the polycrystal, of the macroscopic resolved shear stress amplitude T s,a (Eq. 11) and the average, along every slip planes in the polycrystal, of the macroscopic normal stess Σ n (Eq. 12).
In this work, the form of this criterion is preserved (Eq. 13) but mesoscopic quantities are used instead of the macroscopic ones (τ s,a and σ n replace respectively T s,a and Σ n ):
where α P and β P correspond to the material parameters. As the microstructures studied contain a finite number of grains and slip systems, τ 2 s,a and σ n become
where N s and N p are respectively the number of slip systems in a grain and the number of slip planes in a grain. In Eqs 14 and 15, f (g) represents the volume fraction of the grain g.
For the sake of simplicity, as the grains in the microstructure have approximately the same volume, f (g) is assumed to be equal to 1/N g with N g being the number of grains in the considered microstructure.
Probabilistic fatigue criterion
Morel and Huyen have proposed a criterion based on the assumption that the fatigue crack initiation threshold at the grain scale follows a Weibull distribution which led them to define a failure probability for each grain contained in a polycrystalline aggregate. In order to estimate the failure probability of the polycrystal, the authors then applied the weakest-link hypothesis. This reasoning is repeated below.
First, a fatigue crack is assumed to initiate in a slip plane of normal n if the amplitude of shear stress τ a acting on this plane exceeds a threshold τ th a . τ a is defined as the radius of the smallest circle circumscribing the path described by τ (n, t) during the last loading cycle.
Once again, the randomised algorithm [22] is used to determine this circle. The threshold τ th a is then supposed to be a random variable following a Weibull distribution characterised by a shape parameter m and a scale parameter τ 0 . Thus, the failure probability of the slip plane can be expressed by:
The normal stress effect on the fatigue strength is taken into account by considering that τ 0 depends on the normal stress amplitude σ n,a and on the mean normal stress σ n,m acting on the slip plane of normal n (Eq. 17).
In Eq. 17, τ 0 , γ and α are material parameters.
The failure probability P F g of a grain g is supposed to correspond to the maximum failure among the failure probabilities of its slip planes (Eq. 18). This assumption constitutes the major difference with respect to the initial criterion. Indeed, the weakest-link hypothesis was used by Morel and Huyen to determined the failure probability at the grain scale P F g .
Finally, the weakest-link hypothesis is applied to determine the failure probability of a polycrystalline aggregate P F a which leads to the following expression:
where N g is the number of grain constituting the polycrystalline aggregate. The use of the weakest-link hypothesis is justified by the fact that in HCF regime, the failure is driven by the initiation and the propagation of a single crack more than the initiation and the coalescence of a large number of cracks.
Identification of the fatigue criteria parameters and predictions of the fatigue limits
For each constitutive models assigned to the grains, the parameters of the criteria are identified thanks to the results of the numerical simulation of polycrystalline aggregates loaded, at the mean fatigue limit level, in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed shear.
Moreover, as the probabilistic criterion has a parameter which defined the sensitivity to the mean normal stress, the results obtained from a third loading case are needed. The loading case chosen is cyclic tension with a stress ratio R = 0.
The average fatigue limits of a pure copper at 10 7 cycles in cyclic symmetrical (R = −1) and asymmetrical (R = 0) tension, respectively s −1 = 78M P a and s 0 = 54M P a, have been determined from experimental results by Lukàš et al. [23] . The fatigue limit in fully reversed torsion t −1 = 50M P a has been estimated from the fatigue tests conducted by Ravilly and reported in [24] .
For the integral and the critical plane-based criteria, the parameters are identified such as σ DV /β DV and σ P /β P are, in average on the 9 realisations, equal to 1 in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed shear. Regarding the probabilistic criterion, the procedure is similar excepted that the shape parameter m is imposed and two values are arbitrarily chosen (5 and 20) in order to investigate the influence of this parameter on the predictions of the criterion.
The other parameters, namely τ 0 , α and γ, are identified such as P F a is, in average, equal to 50% for each of the three loading cases.
Once the parameters identified, the fatigue criteria are used to predict the fatigue strength for other loading cases. For a given loading case, the determination of the predicted average fatigue limit consists in searching the normal and shear stress amplitudes which have to be applied to the polycrystalline aggregates such as in average on the 9 realisations:
• σ DV /β DV = 1 for the critical plane criterion;
• σ P /β P = 1 for the integral criterion;
• P F a = 50% for the probabilistic criterion.
When elastic constitutive models are used, only one FE computation per loading condition is needed to determine this loading amplitude thanks to the linearity of the mechanical response. On the contrary, in cases where crystal plasticity is assigned to the grains, the search of the fatigue limit level is an iterative process requiring several FE simulations per loading condition which leads to important computation times. For that reason, the fatigue limits are predicted only for some loading cases when crystal plasticity is used.
Results and discussion
Effect of the constitutive models on the mesoscopic mechanical responses
The mechanical response of the polycrystalline aggregates is studied at the grain scale through the mesoscopic mechanical quantities computed from the results obtained at the last cycle of the FE simulations and for the three material behaviours assigned to the grains.
Comparison between macroscopic and mesoscopic mechanical responses
It has to be noted that the anisotropy of the material behaviour makes the stress-strain response of each grain to differ notably from the macroscopic response. An illustration of this fact is given in Fig.3 , which represents the cyclic σ 11 -ε 11 (resp. σ 12 -ε 12 ) response of each grain contained in one polycrystalline aggregate loaded in fully reversed tension (resp. fully reversed shear) with an amplitude corresponding to the experimental fatigue limit. The results obtained in the case of the cubic elasticity and in the case of the crystal plasticity in addition to the cubic elasticity are grouped respectively in Fig.3a and Fig.3b . From these figures, it can be observed that both cubic elasticity and crystal plasticity have a striking impact on the scatter of the mesoscopic stress and strain responses.
It is worth noting that the use of an anisotropic constitutive model at the grain scale results in a multiaxial stress states in the grains even in cases where a uniaxial loading is applied to the polycrystalline aggregates as it is shown in Fig.4 . In this figure, the σ 11 -σ 22
and σ 11 -σ 33 responses of the grains of one polycrystalline aggregate loaded in fully reversed tension with a stress amplitude equal to the experimental fatigue limit are presented. Fig.4a corresponds to the case where cubic elasticity is used whereas Fig.4b presents the results obtained when the cubic elastic and crystal plastic model is applied to the grains. In Fig   4b , one can notice that the addition of the crystal plasticity induced non-proportional stress paths at the grain scale.
Distributions of the shear and normal stress amplitudes
The following analysis is focused on the mechanical quantities used in the Morel and From these results, it can be observed that, when crystal plasticity is used, the distribution of the shear stress amplitude is much less scattered in the case of combined tension-shear with k 12 = 0.5 and ϕ 12 = 90
• than in the other cases. Thus, this particular loading case should lead to a more homogeneous distribution of the plastic slip in the polycrystalline aggregates.
It can be stated from Fig.5 that the distributions of the considered mechanical quantities are strongly affected when the isotropic elasticity is replaced by the cubic elastic behaviour.
Indeed, compared to the isotropic elastic behaviour, the cubic elasticity causes a significant increase of the maximum and the mean values of the normal stress amplitude. Conclusions about the shear stress amplitude are slightly different. Indeed, even though an increase of the maximum value of τ a is observed, a slight decrease of its mean value is found. It should be noted that the use of cubic elasticity instead of isotropic elasticity symmetrises significantly the shear stress amplitude distributions. This leads to a decrease in the number of slip planes exhibiting high shear stress level. The trends described here for the five presented cases have also been observed for the other studied loading cases.
When compared to the cubic elastic behaviour alone, it appears that the addition of crystal plasticity only slightly affects the distributions of the two considered mechanical quantities. Indeed, its effect on the normal stress amplitude distribution is almost negligible.
Furthermore, the distribution of τ a becomes slightly more asymmetric (excepted in the case of biaxial tension) which leads to maintain the mean value while the maximum value decreases.
Similar conclusions on the significant influence of the cubic elasticity compared to the crystal plasticity on the mesoscopic mechanical response were drawn by Robert et al. [8] .
The moderate role of the crystal plasticity compared to the cubic elasticity can be explained in the present case by two factors. Firstly, the loading amplitudes which correspond approximately to the macroscopic median fatigue limit are close to the macroscopic yield limit so the plastic activity remains low. Secondly, the considered material has a strong anisotropic elastic behaviour. Indeed, its anisotropy coefficient, which is defined by a = 2C 1212 /(C 1111 − C 1122 ), is equal to 4.38 which is far more higher than the ones of pure aluminium (a 1.2 [25]) and of pure nickel (a 2.4 [26] ).
Critical slip planes orientations
The probabilistic fatigue criterion is used in order to study the most critical slip planes orientations for some loading cases. To conduct this analysis, for each grain contained in a polycrystalline aggregate, the failure probability P F g is first computed and associated to the orientation of the unit vector n s normal to the corresponding slip plane of the considered grain. Then, each of these unit normal vectors n s is represented by a point in Fig.6 , thanks to a stereographic projection, in the plane of normal vector e 3 (the reference frame is illustrated in Fig.2) . The horizontal and vertical directions are respectively collinear to e 1 and e 2 . In this figure, the colours associated to the points correspond to the magnitude of the failure probability P F g . For each loading condition studied, the failure probabilities are computed from the results of the FE models using isotropic elasticity, cubic elasticity and the combination of cubic elasticity and crystal plasticity. All results are reported in figure 6 .
For each constitutive model, the polycrystalline aggregates are loaded at the average fatigue limit level according to the probabilistic fatigue criterion. Only the grains having a failure probability P F g > 10 −5 are reported.
In Fig.6 , it can been seen that the change of constitutive model assigned to the grains does not strongly change the pattern resulting from the projection of the most critical planes' normals. Nevertheless, the scatters observed in the values of P F g and in the orientations are increased in most cases when an anisotropic constitutive model is used. Moreover, the location, in the pole figures, of the maximal value of P F g is different than in the isotropic elastic case and depends on the realisation (microstructure geometry or orientations set).
In fully reversed tension, in the case of cubic elasticity and crystal plasticity, it can be observed that the normals of the most critical planes, i.e. the planes for which a crack initiation is most likely to occur, are inclined from 0
• to 50
• with respect to the loading axis.
Thus, if the predictions obtained for a bulk material are similar to those obtained for grains located at a free surface then the angle between the intersection of the crack planes with the surface and the loading axis will range from 40
• to 90
• . These remarks are in accordance with experimental observations made from low-cycle fatigue tests on an austenitic stainless steel [27] .
Predictions of the fatigue criteria
Noting the differences between the macroscopic and the mesoscopic responses, one can wonder how fatigue criteria based on macroscopic mechanical quantities can predict rather accurately the fatigue limits. Even fatigue criteria using a mesoscopic approach are able to provide satisfactory predictions (see for instance [2] and [4]) despite the frequent use of simplifying assumptions. Among these hypotheses usually postulated, one can cite the omission of the elastic anisotropy and the Lin-Taylor homogenisation assumption which is invalidated by the present study (see Fig.3 ).
To provide some answers to this question, the predictions of the fatigue criteria described in section 3 are determined for each constitutive model used at the grain scale and are compared to each other. The fatigue limits predicted by the criteria, when an isotropic elastic model is used, will serve as references because in that particular case, the mesoscopic stress tensor σ g correspond to the macroscopic stress tensor Σ. Thus, for this constitutive model, the predictions provided by the criteria will be similar to those given by the original
criteria ([1], [2] and [4]).
Besides, in this section, the experimental trends observed in multiaxial high cycle fatigue for metallic materials are summarised. Then, the predictions obtained from the three fatigue criteria are presented and compared to these trends. In order to make a reasonable comparison between the experimental and the predicted fatigue limits, the experimental data selected here concern metallic materials which have a ratio s −1 /t −1 close to the one of the studied copper and the fatigue limits are normalised.
Combined tension and shear
According to the experimental data found in the literature, it appears that no clear trend can be observed regarding the effect of the phase shift on the fatigue strength of various metallic materials subjected to tensile-torsion loads. Indeed, for a given biaxiality ratio k 12 , in some cases an increase in phase shift (for ϕ 12 ∈ [0 • ; 90 • ]) has a beneficial influence on the fatigue strength [16, 17] while in other cases, it can have a negligible [18] or even a detrimental [17, 19] effect. These experimental results, in addition to the fatigue limits determined by
Mielke [20] , are reported in Fig.7 which represents the normalised average fatigue limits for combined tension and shear in cases where ϕ 12 = 0 • , ϕ 12 = 90
• and k 12 = 0.5.
In this figure, the fatigue limits predicted by the three fatigue criteria, for the two elastic constitutive models studied, are also presented. The fatigue limits determined when an isotropic elastic model is assigned to the grains (Fig.7a) are not particularly surprising.
Indeed, thanks to a sufficiently large number of grains considered, the predictions provides by the critical plane-based criterion and the integral criterion were found to be the same as From the results presented in Fig.7a , it appears that the fatigue limits provided by all the considered criteria are in good agreement with experimental data for in-phase tension and shear fully reversed loadings. On the contrary, in the case of high phase shift, the critical plane-based criterion mostly overestimates the fatigue strength while the integral criterion generally provides conservative predictions. At last, the probabilistic criterion seems to be a good alternative to the integral criterion only for materials showing a significant fatigue strength improvement due to phase shift.
Comparing the results reported in Figs. 7a and 7b , it appears that the average fatigue limits predicted by a given criterion with the cubic elastic model are surprisingly close to those estimated by the same criterion with the isotropic elastic model. Indeed, when ϕ 12 = 0 • , the maximum difference observed, relative to the case of the isotropic elasticity, is lower than 8%
for the critical plane criterion and 1% for the two other criteria. In the case where ϕ 12 = 90 • , differences between fatigue limits predicted for the two constitutive models are lower than 2% for the critical plane criterion, 1% for the integral criterion and 5% for the probabilistic criterion regardless of the m value considered.
The fatigue limits have also been estimated by the criteria when crystal plasticity was used in the FE models for some loading cases, namely (k 12 = 0.5, ϕ 12 = 0 • ) and (k 12 = 0.5, ϕ 12 = 90 • ).
These predictions are summarised in Fig.8 together with those determined in the case where only cubic elasticity was assigned to the grains. It can be observed that the addition of the crystal plasticity does not significantly affect the predictions whatever the criterion. Indeed, differences between predictions are lower than 1% excepted for the critical plane-based criterion where a difference of approximately 3% is observed when k 12 = 0.5 and ϕ 12 = 90
• .
Thus, despite the fact that the distribution of the mesoscopic mechanical quantities are misestimated (especially concerning the normal stress acting on the slip planes) when the hypothesis that grains have an isotropic elastic behaviour is made, the three studied criteria provide almost identical predictions to those obtained from FE models using cubic elasticity or combination of cubic elasticity and crystal plasticity, at least for the cases of combined tension and shear.
Biaxial tension
In the case of biaxial tension, only a small number of experimental results has been reported. In this context, the conclusions on possible experimental trends have to be taken with caution. From the fatigue tests conducted by Rotvel [21] and Koutiri [5] , whose results are presented in Fig.9 , it can be observed that if no phase shift is applied, the increase of the biaxiality ratio (for k 22 ∈ [0; 1]) has a negligible effect on the fatigue limit defined by Σ 11,a . In the case of a phase shift ϕ 22 = 180
• , a decrease of the fatigue limit is observed for high biaxiality ratio values (k 22 = 0.8 and k 22 = 0.83). This latter finding is not surprising given that these loading cases are close to the pure shear stress state (i.e. k 22 = 1.0 and
• ) and that the crystallographic texture is isotropic.
The fatigue limits predicted by each criterion using isotropic elasticity and cubic elasticity are shown respectively in Figs. 9a and 9b. The same remarks as in the previous subsection can be made about the concordance of the predictions obtained from the initial criteria and from the criteria applied to the FE results in which isotropic elasticity is used. For this constitutive model, it can be observed that the critical plane criterion predicts systematically a detrimental effect on the fatigue strength when the biaxiality ratio k 22 increases from 0 to 1, whatever the phase shift ϕ 22 is. As for the two other criteria, when ϕ 22 ≥ 90
• , a decrease of the fatigue limit is also predicted for an increase of k 22 . However, in the case where
• a slight improvement of the fatigue limit is first encountered with the increase of the biaxiality ratio up to approximately 0.5 then a slight decrease is noted for k 22 ranging from 0.5 to 1. Moreover the shape parameter m, once again, does not affect significantly the average fatigue limits predicted by the probabilistic criterion for the two considered values.
The maximum difference encountered does not exceed 3% for m ranging from 5 to 20.
According to the predictions obtained for ϕ 22 = 0
• , it appears that the integral and the probabilistic criteria are the most likely to account for the experimental trends while the critical plane criterion provide conservative fatigue limits. Unfortunately, the lack of experimental data, in the case of fully reversed biaxial tension, does not afford the possibility to draw a definitive conclusion about the predictive accuracy of the criteria.
Unlike the case of combined tension and shear, the comparison between the predicted fatigue limits illustrated in figures 9a and 9b reveals a noteworthy sensitivity of the predictions provided by some criteria with respect to the constitutive model assigned to the grains, especially for in-phase loading cases. Indeed, the differences encountered between the predicted fatigue limits obtained in the cases of isotropic elasticity and cubic elasticity can reach 15%
for the critical plane criterion over the whole range of biaxiality ratio and respectively 5% and 10% for the probabilistic criterion for m = 5 and m = 20. Nevertheless, the integral criterion remains unchanged when cubic elasticity replaces isotropic elasticity. Indeed, the differences between the predictions provided by this criterion for the two constitutive models never exceed 1%.
The fatigue limits have been determined by the criteria when crystal plasticity was used in the FE models for some loading cases for which significant differences between the predictions obtained with the isotropic elasticity and the cubic elasticity were found, namely
. These predictions and those determined in the case where only cubic elasticity was assigned to the grains are re-ported in Fig.10 . Once again, it can be stated that the addition of the crystal plasticity affects only slightly the predictions. Indeed, differences between predictions are lower than 1% for the integral criterion, 2% for the probabilistic criterion and 3% for the critical plane criterion.
From these results, it can be observed that the integral criterion provides predictions which are almost unaffected by the constitutive model used at the grain scale. This is due to the fact this criterion used averaged mechanical quantities over the entire aggregate. On the contrary, the critical plane criterion that uses the stress state of the most stressed slip plane in the aggregate is the criterion whose predicted fatigue limits are the more affected by the change of constitutive model. At last, the predictions given by the probabilistic criterion are more or less sensitive to this change depending on the value of m. The higher the shape parameter, the more affected are the predictions. This is due to the fact that the increase of the shape parameter leads to a decrease of the variance of the Weibull distribution, thereby emphasising the contribution of the most stressed grains on the failure probability of the aggregate and making negligible the one of a larger number of grains. In other words, for
high m values, only one or a few grains contribute effectively to the failure, like in the case of the critical plane criterion, whereas for low m values, all the grains in the aggregate are taken into account to evaluate the risk of failure, like the integral criterion.
Conclusion
The cyclic mechanical responses of polycrystalline aggregates, obtained from finite element simulations, have been analysed for various loading conditions. It was reminded that the mesoscopic responses, in terms of stress or strain, are scattered and differ significantly from the macroscopic response of the polycrystalline aggregate. Moreover, the anisotropy of the grains' behaviour leads to a multiaxial response even when an uniaxial loading is applied to the polycrystal. Furthermore, the introduction of the crystal plasticity in the constitutive model of the grains induced a non-proportionality between the components of the stress tensor during the loading cycle. At last, the influence of each source of anisotropy (elastic and plastic) on the distributions of shear and normal stresses have been discussed. It has been highlighted that the cubic elasticity, unlike the crystal plasticity, significantly affects these 
